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Abstract—A novel oriented volume over ground (OVoG) inver-
sion scheme is developed and tested on a data set of simulated
agricultural scenarios and real SAR acquisitions. The algorithm
makes use of multibaseline measurements to estimate the whole
set of the OVoG structural parameters (e.g., crop height, differen-
tial extinction between eigenpolarizations, and ground-to-volume
ratios) and is significantly robust against nonvolumetric decorre-
lation contributions. The theoretical assessment points out that, in
the dual-baseline case, the vegetation height hV can be estimated
with a relative root-mean-square deviation (%RMSD) of 7.8% if
the selected baselines fulfill the condition 1.2 < κzhV < 2.8 rad
(κz is the vertical wavenumber). Furthermore, the variance of the
estimates is inversely related to the number of baselines Nb. Com-
pared with the dual-baseline case, the RMSD of the differential
extinction is reduced by 45% (from 1.1 to 0.6 dB/m) when Nb = 5
baselines are employed, whereas its mean bias is independent of
Nb. The proposed scheme has been assessed using a set of repeat-
pass F-SAR acquisitions at L-, C-, and X-band of an agricultural
area in Germany. Using two baselines, the height of maize and rape
fields is estimated with an average 10% %RMSD if the inversion
is carried out over L-band acquisitions. On the other hand, when
X-band data are employed, one can obtain reliable estimates of
wheat and barley height, with a %RMSD better than 24%. The
study also indicates the existence of differential wave propaga-
tion effects through maize (Δσ = σVV − σHH between 0.7 and
1 dB/m) and rape (Δσ = −0.8 dB/m) canopies at L-band.
Index Terms—Agriculture, multibaseline, multifrequency, ori-
ented volume over ground (OVoG), parameter retrieval, polari-
metric synthetic aperture radar interferometry (Pol-InSAR).
I. INTRODUCTION
THE remote monitoring of the status of agricultural veg-etation is an important and challenging step toward an
improved management of the world resources. While remote
sensing techniques are successfully employed for crop clas-
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sification and change detection, the quantitative inversion of
biophysical and dielectric parameters (e.g., crop height and
canopy structure) has, to date, not been fully explored.
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) has the potential for a unique
contribution in monitoring Earth’s vegetation, as it senses
the vertical distribution of scatterers in the canopy with high
spatial resolution and low sensitivity to weather. Polarimetric
SAR interferometry (Pol-InSAR) exploits the dependence of
the interferometric coherence on polarization to enhance the
process of extraction of biophysical parameters from SAR
measurements.
This technique, which was first introduced in [1] and [2],
has been widely used for estimating forest height and bio-
mass, through the inversion of the random volume over ground
(RVoG) model [3]–[7]. The forest is modeled by a two-layer
scenario encompassing a cloud of particles with no preferred
orientation on top of an impenetrable ground layer. As a result,
the ground contribution changes with polarization, whereas
the propagation through the vegetation remains polarization
independent.
On the other hand, many studies on agricultural vegetation
[8]–[13] suggest that the anisotropic effects introduced by the
shape and orientation of the stalks may result in a polarization-
dependent propagation through the canopy (i.e., nonzero
differential extinction and refractivity between volume eigen-
polarizations). These studies also highlighted the dependence
of such a behavior on the sensor frequency and the radar look
angle. As an example, field [13] and laboratory [9] experiments
demonstrated the existence of pronounced differential propaga-
tion effects for corn plants at L- and S-bands.
For this reason, an oriented volume over ground (OVoG)
[14], [15] has been developed to model the scattering from an
agricultural scenario. The main constraint in using such a model
is the large number of structural parameters with respect to the
available measurements. In the single-baseline case, the inverse
problem is underdetermined, and appropriate assumptions (e.g.,
over the ground-to-volume ratios or the wave extinctions) need
to be imposed. The validity of such assumptions is subject to
the crop signature at certain frequencies and deserves dedicated
investigations. For instance, assuming a negligible ground-to-
volume ratio at lower frequencies may be still reasonable for
rape, but not for rice. Previous studies over agriculture [10],
[11] indicated that single-baseline inversion schemes relying
on such assumptions might provide, in some cases, incorrect
results.
The use of multibaseline measurements allows one to over-
come this limitation, as it provides a larger observation space
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[12]. However, as pointed out in [14] and [16], the multibaseline
OVoG inverse problem may be ill conditioned, and a small
perturbation of the observables can cause a pronounced change
in the estimated solution. The structure of the observed scenario
certainly affects the degree of such ill conditioning, as well as
the choice of the multibaseline configuration. Nevertheless, a
comprehensive investigation of such an impact has not yet been
addressed in the literature.
The objective of this work is to develop a multibaseline
inversion scheme for the estimation of the OVoG structural
parameters (e.g., crop height, differential extinction between
eigenpolarizations, and ground-to-volume ratios). The pro-
posed methodology makes use of lookup tables computed over
a discrete set of height and extinction values to minimize the
distance between observables and model predictions.
The algorithm is initially assessed on simulated agricultural
scenarios by means of a set of Monte Carlo analyses. A valida-
tion on experimental multifrequency SAR acquisitions is then
performed, with comparison to in situ measurements. The aim
of such a study is to assess the algorithm robustness against
nonvolumetric decorrelation sources (e.g., SNR and temporal
decorrelation [17]) and its stability over different acquisition
geometries and crop structures.
A robust estimation of the OVoG parameters, such as the
extinction coefficients and the ground-to-volume ratios, may
help characterize the structure and the dielectric properties of
the vegetation, as well as its interaction with polarized waves at
different frequencies.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the forward
model to be used for the inversion and the sensitivity study is
presented. To make use of a general backscattering formulation,
the X-Bragg model [18] and the Neumann parametrization [19],
[20] are adopted to shape the surface and the direct volume
component, respectively. As a result, one can either model an
OVoG or an RVoG scenario, so that the sensitivity study is
not tuned on a specific vegetation structure. In Section III,
the multibaseline inverse problem is discussed, and the model-
based inversion scheme is introduced. In Section IV, the in-
version performance is assessed over a collection of simulated
SAR data of agricultural scenarios. The sensitivity study in-
tends to ascertain the algorithm robustness against the number
of baselines, the choice of the multibaseline configuration, and
any changes of the model structural parameters. In Section V,
the proposed scheme is then evaluated using a data set of
observed multibaseline SAR acquisitions, which were acquired
by the German Aerospace Center (DLR)’s F-SAR system at L-,
C-, and X-bands over an agricultural area in Germany.
II. FORWARD MODEL
The polarimetric/interferometric signatures of agricultural
crops are modeled by the OVoG model, to account for the
polarization-dependent propagation.
Accordingly, the interaction of the incident wave with the
crop canopy and the underlying ground is described by a two-
layer scenario whose scattering properties depend upon the
nonuniform particles orientation distribution in the vegetation
layer. As first derived in [14], the interferometric coherency
matrix [ΩOV ] in the H–V basis for a vegetated layer at a radar
incidence angle θ can be parametrized by
[ΩOV ] = e
[
iφ0− (σa+σb)hVcos θ
]
[R(2ψV )]
·
⎧⎨
⎩
hV∫
0
eiκzz+
(σa+σb)z
cos θ ·[P (z)] [T ′OV ]
[
P †(z)
]
dz
⎫⎬
⎭ [R(−2ψV )] .
(1)
Equation (1) describes the scattering from a collection of
identical particles with a mean orientation ψV , uniformly dis-
tributed in a volume layer of depth hV . The wave propagation
through this anisotropic layer is characterized by a differential
(two-way) “effective” extinction Δσ = σb − σa between vol-
ume eigenpolarizations pa and pb. The extinction coefficients
σa and σb account for both the wave attenuation through an
effective volume medium and the single-scattering loss (i.e.,
ignoring multiple scattering effects) from the volume particles.
The volume eigenpolarizations are defined as two polariza-
tion states perpendicular and parallel to the mean particle
orientation ψV .
The [R] matrix accounts for the rotation to the H–V polariza-
tion basis, i.e.,
[R] =
⎡
⎣1 0 00 cos 2ψV sin 2ψV
0 − sin 2ψV cos 2ψV
⎤
⎦ . (2)
Furthermore, [P ] characterizes the propagation difference
(including both the differential extinction Δσ and refractivity
Δχ = χb − χa effects) of the two volume eigenpolarizations
[14] and is defined as follows:
[P ] =
⎡
⎣cosh ζ sinh ζ 0sinh ζ cosh ζ 0
0 0 1
⎤
⎦ (3)
where
ζ =
(
Δσ
2
+ ik0Δχ
)
z − hV
cos(θ)
. (4)
Finally, the ground phase term φ0 = κzz0 refers to the prod-
uct of the vertical wavenumber κz and the height of the ground
(with respect to a reference) z0.
The volume polarimetric coherency matrix [T ′OV ] in (1) is
reflection symmetric about the eigenpolarizations. A possible
parametrization of the aforementioned matrix was proposed in
[19], where the scattering from the vegetation canopy is mod-
eled under the distorted Born approximation by a homogeneous
layer of spheroidal particles whose orientation follows a circu-
lar Gaussian distribution. As a result, [T ′OV ] is expressed as a
function of three parameters: the real and imaginary parts of the
particle anisotropy δ (|δ| ∈ [0, 1]) and the normalized degree
of randomness τ . The former account for the effective shape
of the scatterer, whereas the latter is related to the standard
deviation of the particles orientation distribution (τ = 0 when
the scatterers are strongly ψV oriented, whereas it tends to 1 for
randomly distributed particles). For further details, the readers
are referred to [7] and [19].
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Similar to the volume component, one can derive an ex-
pression for the interferometric coherency matrix [ΩS ] of the
underlying ground layer [21]. By assuming a surface main
orientation ψS and an altitude of z0
[ΩS ] = e
[
iφ0− (σa+σb)hVcos θ
]
[R(2ψV )] [P (0)] [R(−2Δψ)] [T ′S]
· [R(2Δψ)] [P †(0)] [R(−2ψV )] (5)
with Δψ = ψV − ψS .
The ground polarimetric coherency matrix [T ′S ] used in the
following is derived under the X-Bragg model [18], so that the
sensitivity study can be applied over a wide range of surface
roughness conditions.
Under the hypothesis of statistically uncorrelated scatter-
ing mechanisms, the OVoG interferometric coherency matrix
[ΩOVoG] is defined by the linear combination of the aforemen-
tioned ground and volume contributions, i.e.,
[ΩOVoG] = mS [ΩS ] +mV [ΩOV] (6)
whereas the polarimetric coherency matrix [TOVoG] is given by
[TOVoG] = mS [TS ] +mV [TOV]. (7)
In (7), TS and TOV are computed from (5) and (1), re-
spectively, in the limit of zero baseline length. Furthermore,
mS and mV represent the strength of the ground and volume
contributions, respectively.
By assuming polarimetric stationarity and equal polariza-
tions at baseline ends, the resulting Pol-InSAR OVoG complex
coherence γOVoG [1] can be expressed as
γOVoG(ω) =
ω†[ΩOVoG]ω
ω†[TOVoG]ω
= eiφ0
γOV (ω) + μ(ω)
1 + μ(ω)
. (8)
In (8), the normalized projection vectors ω correspond to the
copolarizations and the cross-polarization in the eigenpolariza-
tion basis. The ground-to-volume scattering ratio μ ∈ R and the
volume decorrelation γOV are given by
μ(ω) =
2σ(ω)
cos θ
(
e2σ(ω)hV / cos θ − 1) ω
† [T ′S ] ω
ω† [T ′OV] ω
≥ 0 (9)
γOV(ω) =
∫ hV
0 e
2σ(ω)
cos θ zeiκzzdz∫ hV
0 e
2σ(ω)
cos θ zdz
. (10)
In contrast to the RVoG case, the extinction σ and, thus,
γOV, are now polarization dependent. More importantly, the
extinction in the cross-polarized channel is defined by the mean
of the corresponding copolarized extinction values.
If the system acquires in a repeat-pass configuration or in a
single-pass alternate-transmit mode, then (8) is formally valid
also in the presence of a significant dihedral response (e.g.,
ground–stalk interaction). In this case, the parameter μ in (8)
will now account for both the direct surface and the dihedral
scattering contributions (a formulation of μ was derived in
[23]). On the other hand, in the single-pass single-transmit
mode, this additional dihedral ground–stalk response must be
modeled via an additional decorrelation term [15], [22], [23].
The knowledge of the volume eigenpolarizations is not
straightforward, as the mean orientation angles of the volume
and ground are unknown. For the sake of simplicity, in the
following, the ground mean orientation angle is assumed to
be zero, whereas the particles within the vegetation canopy are
assumed to be vertically oriented.
III. OVOG INVERSION SCHEME
If the volume eigenpolarization basis is known, a fully po-
larimetric single-baseline SAR acquisition allows computing
the complex coherences for the two eigenpolarizations and the
corresponding cross-polarized channel, providing a set of three
independent complex observables that can be parametrized
by (8).
On the other hand, the OVoG model is fully described by
seven parameters: the topographic phase φ0, the vegetation
height hV , the extinctions for the two eigenpolarizations, and
the ground-to-volume ratios for the three polarimetric channels.
Therefore, the OVoG inverse problem is in general under-
determined if only one baseline is employed. In this case,
a priori information (e.g., the precise knowledge of the underly-
ing topography) or further simplifying assumptions (e.g., pure
volume coherence, or a negligible differential extinction) have
to be used to obtain a balanced inverse problem.
A multibaseline approach can potentially circumvent this
limitation, if the OVoG parameters are assumed to be invariant
with respect to the vertical wavenumber κz and the impact of
temporal decorrelation [17], [24] is ignored. If a set of Nb ≥ 2
phase calibrated baselines is available, then the number of
observables increases by a factor of Nb, whereas that of the
unknown parameters remains the same. Consequently, one can
take advantage of the expanded observation space to retrieve
the whole set of the OVoG parameters, via a mathematical
optimization. In a previous study [12], this was achieved (for
the dual-baseline case) by minimizing the distance between
the modeled and measured coherences, via a genetic algorithm
optimization.
The proposed inversion technique makes use of Nb ≥ 2
baselines and provides a unique estimate of the OVoG para-
meters by means of an exhaustive search over a predefined
solution space of extinctions and vegetation heights. Together
with the invariance of the model parameters with respect to κz ,
one must assume that the ground scattering center for a fixed
baseline is independent of polarization, which means that the
two eigenpolarizations and the cross-polarized channel share
the same ground phase.
The algorithm also requires the knowledge of the volume
eigenpolarizations. If the chosen eigenpolarization basis differs
from the actual one, it may happen that the relation between the
extinctions described in Section II is not valid as (8) cannot be
used to model the cross- and copolarized complex coherences.
For the sake of interpretation, the inversion scheme is split
into four steps and described in the following. Please note that
the A−B linear basis is chosen as the general volume eigen-
polarization basis. Thus, the notations AA and BB identify
the copolarized channels, whereas AB is the cross-polarized
one. The subscripts p and q refer to the receive and transmit
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polarizations (p, q) = {(A,A), (B,B), (A,B)}. Furthermore,
lowercase subscripts are used for the intermediate estimates,
whereas the subscripts of the final estimates are in capital
letters.
A. Step 1
According to (8), the OVoG complex coherence can be
equivalently written as
γOVoG = e
iφ0 [γOV + L(1− γOV)] (11)
where
L(ω) =
μ(ω)
1 + μ(ω)
≥ 0. (12)
The magnitude squared of γOVoG is then computed as
follows:
|γOVoG|2 =
(
1 + |γOV |2 − 2Re{γOV}
)
L2
+
(
2Re{γOV} − |γOV|2
)
L+ |γOV|2. (13)
For each element of the (hv, σpq) space, a quadratic equation in
the variable Lpq = L(ωpq) can be derived from (13) for the ith
baseline, i.e.,
fi(hv, σpq;Lpq) = aiLpq
2 + biLpq + ci = 0 (14)
where
ai(hv, σpq, κz,i) = 1 + |γOV,i|2 − 2Re(γOV,i)
bi(hv, σpq, κz,i) = 2
[
Re(γOV,i)− |γOV,i|2
]
ci(hv, σpq, κz,i) = |γOV,i|2 − |γOVoG,i|2. (15)
In (15), γOVoG,i = γOVoG(ωpq, κz,i) is the measured coher-
ence, whereas the term γOV,i is computed from (10) using the
(hv, σpq) solution space and κz,i.
For each of the three polarization channels, a ground-to-
volume ratio pair (μ(1)pq , μ(2)pq ) is uniquely related to a (hv, σpq)
element of the solution space. This is achieved by solving the
following quadratic equation in the variable Lpq:
f(hv, σpq;Lpq) =
Nb∑
i
fi(hv, σpq;Lpq)
= (a1 + · · ·+ aNb)L2pq
+ (b1 + · · ·+ bNb)Lpq + (c1 +· · ·+cNb)=0.
(16)
Failure Case: As Lpq must be a nonnegative real number,
all (hv, σpq) elements for which both solutions to (16) are
imaginary or real negative are discarded.
B. Step 2
The ground phase solution pair of the ith baseline (φ(1)pq,i,
φ
(2)
pq,i) is then computed from (8), i.e.,
φ
(m)
pq,i = arg
⎛
⎝γOVoG,i
(
1 + μ
(m)
pq
)
γOV,i + μ
(m)
pq
⎞
⎠ (17)
where m = 1, 2.
C. Step 3
A set of σ triplets [Σaa(hv),Σbb(hv),Σab(hv)] is computed
as a function of hv . The following strategy is replicated for each
element of the hv solution space.
• Starting from (17), two lookup tables are computed
for a given polarization. Assuming that the cross-
polarized channel AB is chosen, then two vectors Φ(1) =
[φ
(1)
ab,1 · · · φ(1)ab,Nb] and Φ(2) = [φ(2)ab,1 · · · φ(2)ab,Nb] are
associated with each element of the σab solution space.
• Equation (17) is inverted for each of the two remaining
polarizations (i.e., the extinction coefficients σaa,i and
σbb,i are now expressed as a function of the ground
phase φ ∈ [−π, π]). Note that the magnitude of the vol-
ume decorrelation γOV,i, at a given φ and hv, increases
monotonically with the extinction σpq . Therefore, one
may associate a unique value of σaa,i and σbb,i (if they
exist) with each φ in the interval [−π, π] (i.e., in the
unit circle, there is a single intersection between the
curve γOV,i(σpq) and the line connecting the ground
phase φ to γOVoG,i(ωpq)). As a result, Nb σ-pairs
(σaa,i(φ), σbb,i(φ)) are generated.
• As the extinction coefficients do not depend upon κz , the
best σ triplet [Σaa,Σbb,Σab] is finally obtained by min-
imizing the diversity of the σ pairs (σaa,i(φ), σbb,i(φ))
over the Nb baselines, given that all polarizations share
the same ground phase. Such a minimization is achieved
by means of the following criterion:
(Σab;M)=
⎧⎨
⎩
(
Σ
(1)
ab ; 1
)
, if minσab
{
J (1)
} ≤ minσab {J (2)}(
Σ
(2)
ab ; 2
)
, otherwise
where (m = 1, 2)
Σ
(m)
ab = argmin
σab
J (m)
= argmin
σab
{
Nb∑
i
[
σaa,i
(
φ
(m)
ab,i
)
− σ¯aa
]2
+
Nb∑
i
[
σbb,i
(
φ
(m)
ab,i
)
−σ¯bb
]2}
(18)
σ¯aa =
1
Nb
Nb∑
i
σaa,i
(
φ
(m)
ab,i
)
(19)
σ¯bb =
1
Nb
Nb∑
i
σbb,i
(
φ
(m)
ab,i
)
. (20)
At the end of Step 3, the σ triplets [Σaa,Σbb,Σab] are
retrieved as a function of hv , where Σaa = σ¯aa(φ(M)ab,i (Σab)),
and Σbb = σ¯bb(φ(M)ab,i (Σab)).
Failure Case: For a given hv, it may happen that there are
no values of φ(m)ab,i (∀ m = 1, 2) for which both σaa,i and σbb,i
are defined. In this case, the preceding minimization cannot be
computed, and that particular hv solution is discarded.
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TABLE I
MAIZE SCENARIO: SIMULATED PARAMETERS
TABLE II
ANY-CROP SCENARIO: SIMULATED PARAMETERS
D. Step 4
The final solution (hV ;σAA, σBB , σAB) can be estimated
from the set of σ triplets in Step 3.
As aforementioned in Section II, the OVoG model defines the
extinction σAB in the cross-polarized channel by the average of
the copolar extinctions σAA and σBB .
By defining Σab,synt(hv) = (Σaa(hv) + Σbb(hv))/2, the es-
timated height hV is given by
hV = argmin
hv
|Σab,synt(hv)− Σab(hv)| (21)
whereas the estimated extinctions are σAA = Σaa(hV ), σBB =
Σbb(hV ), and σAB = Σab(hV ).
IV. SIMULATED DATA ANALYSIS
Here, a set of Monte Carlo simulations are conducted to
assess the performance of the proposed algorithm against κz ,
as well as its sensitivity to variations of the OVoG structural
parameters.
The performance analysis is carried out for two different
scenarios:
• maize, where the OVoG parameters are kept fixed to
reproduce a typical maize scenario;
• any-crop, where the OVoG parameters are randomly se-
lected within predefined intervals.
The parameters used to generate the maize and any-crop sce-
narios are shown in Tables I and II, respectively. The acquisition
parameters are summarized in Table III.
TABLE III
ACQUISITION SYSTEM PARAMETERS OF THE MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS
For each element of the two scenarios, a corresponding
Pol-InSAR realization is simulated by using the following
approach.
• The interferometric coherency matrix [ΩOVoG] and the
polarimetric coherency matrix [TOVoG] are computed
from the selected OVoG parameters as described in
Section II.
• Under the hypothesis of fully developed speckle, the
radar observations are then modeled as random variables
[Ω
(L)
OVoG] and [T
(L)
OVoG] following the complex Wishart dis-
tribution (where L is the number of independent looks).
Unless otherwise specified, L = 225.
• Finally, the simulated realization consists of N = 250
independent samples from this (Wishart) distribution.
To measure the performance of the inversion scheme, the
root-mean-square deviation RMSD and the mean bias deviation
MBD and their relative values (%RMSD and %MBD) are
used, i.e.,
RMSD =
√∑Nc
i=1(xi − xtrue)2
Nc
(22)
%RMSD =100 · RMSD
xtrue
(23)
MBD =
∑Nc
i=1(xi − xtrue)
Nc
(24)
%MBD =100 · MBD
xtrue
. (25)
In (22) and (24), Nc is the number of realization’s indepen-
dent samples for which a valid solution exists, whereas xi and
xtrue are the estimated and actual values, respectively.
The RMSD and the MBD provide a quantitative measure of
the estimation error for each simulated realization. Therefore,
as a rule of thumb, the smaller the values (in magnitude) are,
the closer is the retrieved outcome to the true one. Note that, if
the algorithm does not provide a valid solution for at least 75%
of the realization’s independent samples, then the MBD and the
RMSD are not computed and the realization is discarded.
The (hV , σ) pair is estimated within a predefined range of
extinctions (consistent with measured values from [13]) and
vegetation heights. In particular, the maximum extinction is set
to 4.5 dB/m, whereas hV,max = 3.5 m.
With regard to the search space for the ground phase, two
scenarios have been investigated. In the first scenario, the in-
version scheme is carried out on the full-range of ground phase
values (set to [−π, π] by default). In the second one, the search
space for the ground phase of the ith baseline is constrained
to the interval [φpq,i − κz,iΔz2 , φpq,i + κz,iΔz2 ], centered at
the actual ground phase φpq,i = 0, where Δz is the extent
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Fig. 1. Height (a) %RMSD and (b) |%MBD| in the dual-baseline case: the two axes refer to the realizations’ minimum and maximum κv (in rad). The red
threshold is set at κv,max = 4.5 rad.
Fig. 2. Height (a) %RMSD and (b) |%MBD| in the dual-baseline case: the histogram of the full data set is in green; the histogram of the realizations whose
κv,max < 4.5 rad is in yellow.
of the search space for the ground height, and κz,iΔz2 < π.
Equivalently,Δz represents how accurate is the a priori knowl-
edge of the ground height.
For the sake of interpretation, the first approach will be
referred to as full-range in the following. Where the algorithm
is carried out over a φpq,i interval, the width of the interval will
be specified by its Δz.
A. Maize Scenario: Assessment Over Changes of κz
This first assessment aims at understanding the impact of the
vertical wavenumber κz on the inversion performance.
Initially, a Monte Carlo analysis is performed over a total of
500 realizations of the maize scenario. For each of them, Nb =
2 spatial baselines Bi are randomly generated such that the
associated κv,i = κz,ihV values vary over the interval [0, 2π]
and Δκv = |κv,1 − κv,2| > 0.2 rad. The mV /mS ratio is set to
2.4, and Δz = 0.4 m.
The height inversion results are shown in Fig. 1: a 2-D plot is
drawn, where the two axes refer to κv,min and κv,max, namely,
the minimum and maximum κv of the realizations, respectively.
The color is related to the interpolated values of the %RMSD
and the %MBD of the estimated height.
To some extent, remarkable dependence of the inversion
performance on the maximum κz is found: as one moves along
the κv,max-axis, a region can be easily identified where the
height %RMSD remains below 10%. This area encompasses
the realizations whose κv,max is lower than approximately
4.5 rad [see Fig. 2(a)]. On the other hand, the statistics suggest a
performance degradation (%RMSD = 32%, in the worst case)
when larger κz are employed. Note that, in the region where
κv,max < 4.5 rad, the inversion performance seems rather in-
sensitive to changes of κv,min.
Such dependence upon κz is also found for the estimated
differential extinction (see Figs. 3 and 4). Within the aforemen-
tioned boundary, the retrieved Δσ is consistent with the actual
one (|MBD| < 0.25 dB/m for 95% of the realizations), whereas
the mismatch between the real and estimated values is likely to
increase (maximum |MBD| = 1.15 dB/m) if one considers the
realizations with κv,max > 4.5 rad.
When the distribution of the height %RMSD is displayed
as a function of κv,max [see Fig. 5(a)], one may observe that
the median of the distribution is approximately below 10% if
κv,max < 4.5 rad, whereas its value increases as one moves
toward high κv,max values. A qualitative comparison of the
%RMSD’s median with the Pol-InSAR coherences |γOVoG|
computed for the three polarimetric channels [see Fig. 5(b)]
indicates that the performance degradation for large κz may
be related to the presence of a strong volume decorrelation
(|γOVoG| < 0.4 when κv,max > 4.5 rad).
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Fig. 3. Differential extinction (a) RMSD and (b) |MBD| in the dual-baseline case: the two axes refer to the realizations’ minimum and maximum κv (in rad). The
red threshold is set at κv,max = 4.5 rad.
Fig. 4. Differential extinction (a) RMSD and (b) |MBD| in the dual-baseline
case: the histogram of the full data set is in green; the histogram of the
realizations whose κv,max < 4.5 rad is in yellow.
A Monte Carlo analysis is also carried out in order to
ascertain the algorithm robustness against additional losses in
the Pol-InSAR coherence (e.g., SNR decorrelation or temporal
decorrelation in repeat-pass interferometry). A total of 500 re-
alizations of the maize scenario for Nb = 2 is generated, where
the complex coherence (for the ith baseline) is now modeled
as the product formed from the OVoG coherence [γOVoG,i; see
(8)] and a scalar decorrelation factor γdec,i.
Figs. 6–9 display the results for γdec,1 = γdec,2 = 0.95 and
Δz = 0.4 m. The histograms show an overall degradation of
the level of accuracy, as now only 18% of the realizations with
κv,max < 4.5 rad have a height %RMSD below 10%. At first
Fig. 5. (a) Height %RMSD distribution as a function of κv,max [the solid
line is the median, whereas the black region is the interquartile range (IQR)].
(b) |γOVoG| as a function of κv , for the three polarimetric channels: HH (red),
VV (blue), and HV (green).
glance, one may observe that, now, the algorithm performance
undergoes a pronounced degradation for smaller κz . Further-
more, a negative correlation of the statistics with κv,max is
noticeable. The 2-D plots in Figs. 6 and 8 also indicate that the
algorithm does not return a valid solution when both κv,min and
κv,max are very small (e.g., below 0.6 rad), as well as when the
difference between the two κv values is approximately larger
than π rad.
Fig. 10(a) shows the distribution of the height %RMSD
as a function of κv,min when γdec,1 = γdec,2 = 0.95. Interest-
ingly, an inverse relationship is found between the %RMSD’s
median trend and the partial derivative
∣∣∂|γOVoG|
∂κv
∣∣
, as shown
in Fig. 10(b): in the presence of additional decorrelation
sources, a significant estimation error is likely to arise if
the sensitivity of the OVoG coherence to κv is remarkably
low (as for small κz); thus, small variations of the mea-
sured coherence strongly affect the accuracy of the retrieved
height.
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Fig. 6. Height (a) %RMSD and (b) |%MBD| in the dual-baseline case, with γdec,1 = γdec,2 = 0.95: the two axes refer to the realizations’ minimum and
maximum κv (in rad). Two red thresholds are set at κv,max = 4.5 rad and κv,min = 1.2 rad.
Fig. 7. Height (a) %RMSD and (b) |%MBD| in the dual-baseline case (γdec,1 = γdec,2 = 0.95): the histogram of the full data set is in green; the histogram of
the realizations whose κv,max < 4.5 rad and κv,min > 1.2 rad is in yellow.
Fig. 8. Differential extinction (a) RMSD and (b) |MBD| in the dual-baseline case, with γdec,1 = γdec,2 = 0.95: the two axes refer to the realizations’ minimum
and maximum κv (in rad). Two red thresholds are set at κv,max = 4.5 rad and κv,min = 1.2 rad.
As in the case for κv,max, one can set a boundary for κv,min.
If the threshold κv,min > 1.2 rad is chosen, then the height is
estimated with 18% %RMSD accuracy for approximately 95%
of the samples whose κv ∈ [1.2, 4.5] rad.
The results gained so far indicate the existence of a range
of κv values for which the estimation error due to either
small or large κz is minimized, and the inversion scheme is
robust against nonvolumetric coherence losses. This finding is
in agreement with a previous study in [16], conducted for the
single-baseline case. For small κz , the reduced sensitivity of
the OVoG complex coherence to the vegetation height explains
the drop in accuracy as soon as an additional decorrelation
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Fig. 9. Differential extinction (a) RMSD and (b) |MBD| in the dual-baseline
case (γdec,1 = γdec,2 = 0.95): the histogram of the full data set is in green;
the histogram of the realizations whose κv,max < 4.5 rad and κv,min >
1.2 rad is in yellow.
Fig. 10. (a) Height %RMSD distribution as a function of κv,min (the solid
line is the median, whereas the red region is the IQR), when γdec,1 = γdec,2 =
0.95. (b) ∣∣ ∂|γOVoG|
∂κv
∣
∣
, for the three polarimetric channels: HH (red), VV (blue),
and HV (green).
source is introduced. On the other hand, the performance degra-
dation observed for large κz is due to the increased volume
decorrelation, which leads to an increased phase variation.
B. Impact of the Number of Baselines
1) Maize Scenario: Here, the Monte Carlo analysis for the
maize scenario in Section IV-A is repeated for different Nb, to
investigate the effect of the number of spatial baselines on the
Fig. 11. Maize scenario. Distributions of the (a) height %RMSD and the
(b) differential extinction RMSD as a function of the number of baselines Nb:
the solid line is the median, whereas the two whiskers refer to the lower and
upper quartiles.
inversion performance. The inversion scheme is applied to a set
of 100 realizations of the maize scenario. For each of them,
Nb spatial baselines are randomly chosen such that κv,i ∈
[1.2, 4.5] rad and Δκv,ij = |κv,i − κv,j | > 0.2 rad, ∀ i, j =
1, . . . , Nb, i = j.
The distribution of the height %RMSD and that of the
differential extinction RMSD are shown as a function of the
number of baselines in Fig. 11(a) and (b), respectively. In
both cases, the median of the distributions shows a decreasing
trend with Nb, implying a negative correlation between the
estimation error and the number of available baselines. When
compared with the dual-baseline case, the median of the height
%RMSD distribution shows a reduction (by about 7%) if
Nb = 5 baselines are employed, whereas that of the differential
extinction is reduced by 4.5% when Nb = 3. For this particular
scenario, a further increase in the number of baselines does not
substantially reduce the estimation error.
2) Any-Crop Scenario: A Monte Carlo analysis is carried
out for the any-crop data set, to assess the impact of the number
of baselines for a broad range of agricultural scenarios. Initially,
500 realizations of the any-crop scenario are generated for
Nb = 2 and Δz = 0.4 m, by fixing κv,1 = 1.2 rad and κv,2 =
2.8 rad. Subsequently, the same analysis is repeated for a higher
number of baselines (Nb = 3 and Nb = 5). In this case, the
additional κv values are selected within the range [1.2,2.8] rad
(see Table IV).
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TABLE IV
SELECTED κv FOR THE MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS
TABLE V
UPPER QUARTILE OF THE HEIGHT %RMSD AND |%MBD|
DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THREE DIFFERENT Nb, WHEN Δz = 0.4 m
TABLE VI
UPPER QUARTILE OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EXTINCTION
RMSD AND |MBD| DISTRIBUTIONS (IN dB/m) FOR
THREE DIFFERENT Nb, WHEN Δz = 0.4 m
As highlighted in Table V, the 75th percentile of the height
%RMSD distribution varies between 7.8% in the dual-baseline
case and 6.7% when Nb = 5, whereas no such dependence
upon Nb is noticeable in the case of the height |%MBD|
(equal to 3.8%). Interestingly, only a minor improvement in
the variance of the estimates is found. Therefore, the accuracy
of the estimated height does not change significantly whether
one uses Nb > 2 baselines in the interval [κv,1, κv,2] or two
baselines whose κv are the bounds of such an interval.
On the other hand, the results for the differential extinction
show a pronounced reduction of the variance of the estimates as
Nb increases (see Table VI). Compared with the dual-baseline
case, the 75th percentile of its RMSD distribution improves by
45% (from 1.1 to 0.6 dB/m) when Nb = 5, whereas that of the
|MBD| distribution is approximately 0.25 dB/m, independent
of Nb.
C. Inversion Stability Over the Normalized Volume Power
Here, the inversion scheme is applied to a given set of
Nb = 5 spatial baselines whose κv values range from κv,1 =
1.2 rad to κv,5 = 2.8 rad and Δκv,ij = |κv,i − κv,j | = 0.4 rad,
∀ i, j = 1, . . . , Nb, i = j.
The aim of such an assessment is to investigate the sensitivity
of the proposed algorithm to variations of the ground-to-volume
scattering ratio. The analysis is carried out both for the maize
and any-crop scenarios, by imposing a full-range of phase
candidates and the constraint Δz = 0.4 m.
The inversion stability is evaluated over the normalized
volume backscattering power NVP, which is given by
NVP =
POV
PS + POV
(26)
where POV = mv · tr{TOV}, and PS = ms · tr{TS}. The op-
erator tr{A} of a square matrix A is the sum of the elements
on its main diagonal. NVP is a real value ranging from 0 (no
volume contribution) to 1 (pure volume contribution) and is
Fig. 12. (a) and (b) Box-and-whiskers plots as a function of the normalized
volume power: the vegetation height hV is in yellow; the differential extinction
Δσ is in green. The solid lines refer to the simulated values.
inversely related to the ground-to-volume scattering ratio of the
three polarimetric channels.
1) Maize Scenario, Full-Range: As a first approach, the
ms/mv ratio is varied, whereas all other OVoG parameters are
kept fixed (see Table I).
Fig. 12 shows the box-and-whiskers plot (the two whiskers
represent the 5th and 95th percentiles) of the estimated veg-
etation height hV and the differential extinction Δσ, whereas
Tables VII and VIII summarize the RMSD and the MBD of
the estimated ground-to-volume ratios and wave extinctions at
three NVP values. The median of the estimates is consistent
with the simulated values throughout the NVP range. On aver-
age, the mean bias for the vegetation height is well below 0.1 m,
whereas that of the differential extinction does not exceed
0.15 dB/m. Nevertheless, one may observe that the variability
of the estimated hV is not constant over NVP: the height IQR
increases as one moves toward low and high NVP values, and the
95th percentile tends to the upper bound of the solution space.
To partially explain the dependence of the estimates vari-
ability on NVP, one may have a closer look at the partial
results of Step 3 of the inversion scheme (see Section III-C).
Fig. 13 displays the σvv,5 extinction candidates as a function
of φ, for three NVP values at the actual crop height. For
the three scenarios, the partial derivative Δvv,5 = ∂σvv,5∂φ
∣∣
φ5
of
σvv,5 with respect to φ is evaluated at φ5 = κz,5z0, where z0 is
the height of the ground.
The lowest absolute value of the derivative is found for
NVP = 0.6 (|Δvv,5| = 0.65). On the other hand, this measure
tends to increase for low (|Δvv,5| = 16.3 at NVP = 0.3) and
high (|Δvv,5| = 5 at NVP = 0.9) NVP values, which means
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TABLE VII
INVERSION STABILITY AGAINST THE NORMALIZED VOLUME BACKSCATTERING POWER: RMSD AND MBD
OF THE ESTIMATED GROUND-TO-VOLUME RATIOS AT THREE SELECTED NVP VALUES
TABLE VIII
INVERSION STABILITY AGAINST THE NORMALIZED VOLUME BACKSCATTERING POWER: RMSD AND MBD
(IN dB/m) OF THE ESTIMATED EXTINCTIONS AT THREE SELECTED NVP VALUES
Fig. 13. Extinction candidates σvv,5 as a function of φ (hV = 1.7 m),
computed for (solid line) NVP = 0.3, (dashed line) NVP = 0.6, and (dotted
line) NVP = 0.9. For each scenario, a line is drawn whose slope is the partial
derivative of σvv,5 with respect to φ (evaluated at φ5 = κz,5z0).
Fig. 14. Derivative Δpq as a function of the normalized volume power for
(dashed red line) HH, (dashed blue line) VV, and (dashed green line) HV. The
solid purple line shows the maximum value of such a derivative (among the
three channels), as a function of NVP.
that a small variation of φ results in a significant change of σvv,5
values, which possibly causes the performance degradation.
The derivativeΔpq (the subscripts p and q refer to the receive
and transmit polarizations, respectively) is now computed by
averaging the contributions from the Nb baselines, i.e.,
Δpq = ln
√√√√Nb∑
i=1
(
∂σpq,i
∂φ
∣∣∣∣
φi
)2
. (27)
In Fig. 14, Δpq is displayed as a function of NVP for the
three polarimetric channels. A conclusive interpretation of the
relationship between the estimates variability and the curves in
Fig. 14 is not straightforward, due to the concurrent impact of
Fig. 15. (a) and (b) Box-and-whiskers plots as a function of the normalized
volume power, when Δz = 0.4 m: the vegetation height hV is in yellow; the
differential extinction Δσ is in green. The solid lines refer to the simulated
values.
the three polarimetric channels on the inversion results. Nev-
ertheless, one can still observe a positive correlation between
the IQR of the height estimates and the maximum Δpq (see
the purple curve in Fig. 14) for NVP < 0.8. Consequently, the
sensitivity of σpq to changes of the φpq,i values (due to volume
decorrelation or other decorrelation sources) is likely to affect
the robustness of the model inversion, as it will presumably
play a strong role on the subsequent minimization over the Nb
baselines of Step 3.
2) Maize Scenario, Δz = 0.4 m: A further assessment is
carried out over the maize scenario on a restricted set of ground
phase candidates. The results obtained for Δz = 0.4 m are
presented in Fig. 15 and Tables IX and X. The variability of
the estimated height is now evidently reduced, when compared
with the full-range case (maximum height IQR below 0.3 m),
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TABLE IX
INVERSION STABILITY AGAINST THE NORMALIZED VOLUME BACKSCATTERING POWER: RMSD AND MBD
OF THE ESTIMATED GROUND-TO-VOLUME RATIOS AT THREE SELECTED NVP VALUES, WHEN Δz = 0.4 m
TABLE X
INVERSION STABILITY AGAINST THE NORMALIZED VOLUME BACKSCATTERING POWER: RMSD AND MBD
(IN dB/m) OF THE ESTIMATED EXTINCTIONS AT THREE SELECTED NVP VALUES, WHEN Δz = 0.4 m
Fig. 16. Height (a) %RMSD and (b) %MBD distributions as a function of
the normalized volume power for the (black stars) full φ-range case and (red
squares) Δz = 0.4 m: the solid lines refer to the median, whereas the colored
region is the IQR.
although weak dependence on NVP is still noticeable. Interest-
ingly, the IQR of the differential extinction is decreasing with
NVP, and it ranges between 1.2 and 0.3 dB/m. We believe that
such a variability of the retrieved Δσ may be related to the
trend of the derivative ∂∠γOVoG,i∂σ
∣∣
σpq
, which is monotonically
increasing with NVP. As a result, the sensitivity of the estimates
to variations of the measured coherences is stronger at lower
NVP values, thus resulting in a higher estimation error.
3) Any-Crop Scenario: A further validation is now per-
formed over 500 realizations of the any-crop scenario, to assess
the consistency of the previous results for different agricultural
scenarios.
Here, the results of the full-range case are compared with
those obtained by imposing Δz = 0.4 m.
The distributions of the height %MBD and %RMSD, as a
function of NVP, are shown in Fig. 16; those of the differential
extinction’s MBD and RMSD are shown in Fig. 17. As high-
lighted in Fig. 16, an overall degradation of the height inversion
performance is noticeable when no boundary on φ is imposed.
In the full-range case, it is reasonable to assume a higher
variability of the estimates as one moves toward high NVP
values: when 0.55 < NVP < 0.95, the median of the %RMSD
Fig. 17. Differential extinction (a) RMSD and (b) MBD distributions (in dB/m)
as a function of the normalized volume power for the (black stars) full φ-range
case and (red squares) Δz = 0.4 m: the solid lines refer to the median, whereas
the colored region is the IQR.
TABLE XI
INVERSION STABILITY AGAINST THE NORMALIZED VOLUME
BACKSCATTERING POWER: FRACTION OF KEPT REALIZATIONS
(IN %) FOR THE FULL-RANGE AND Δz = 0.4 m CASES
distribution is monotonically increasing with NVP, whereas no
such trend is found for that of the %MBD distribution (equal to
2%). On the other hand, if Δz = 0.4 m, then the median and the
IQR of the %RMSD distribution are independent of NVP over
the same interval (median of 6% and IQR = 2.5%), whereas a
slight degradation is still noticeable for low NVP values (e.g.,
median of 7% and IQR = 6% at NVP = 0.25) The differential
extinction RMSD and MBD distributions are shown in Fig. 17.
In Table XI, the fraction of realizations for which the height
%MBD and %RMSD have been computed (i.e., where a valid
solution exists for at least 75% of the samples) is reported
against the values of NVP. Based on these simulated data, it
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TABLE XII
HEIGHT INVERSION STATISTICS FOR DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF
INDEPENDENT LOOKS
seems that this fraction, which is typically higher in the full-
range case, tends to increase with NVP, being above 90% if
0.55 ≤ NVP ≤ 0.85. When NVP ≤ 0.45, the algorithm does
not provide a valid solution for a larger number (i.e., up to 60%)
of simulated realizations. In this case, the failure case described
in Section III-C is often observed for all elements of the (hv, σ)
search space, presumably due to the very high sensitivity of the
extinction values to variations of the ground phase (as already
discussed for the maize scenario and shown in Fig. 13).
D. Impact of the Number of Looks
The vegetation height is now estimated using different num-
bers of independent looks L. The assessment is performed
over the maize scenario, by imposing Δz = 0.4 m. The spatial
baselines employed for the inversion are the same as those in
Section IV-C.
Table XII presents the %MBD and the %RMSD of the
retrieved height against L for three different values of NVP.
The results are according to the expectations: both statistics,
in magnitude, tend to decrease with the increasing number of
looks. As an example, reducing the number of looks by a factor
of 9 (from 729 to 81) causes the height’s %RMSD to increase
by 22%–43%.
When L ≥ 289, the results show that the magnitude of the
%MBD is always below 2% and it does not substantially change
with NVP. For a lower number of looks, one may observe
that the height is considerably underestimated when NVP =
0.2, where a pronounced sensitivity of the model parameters
to variations of the measurements was already found (see
Section IV-C).
V. EXPERIMENTAL DATA ANALYSIS
A. Test Site and Data Presentation
Fully polarimetric repeat-pass interferometric SAR data are
acquired over an agricultural area in the proximity of Wallerfing,
Germany (48.684 N, 12.88 E) in July 2013 by the experimental
F-SAR, an airborne radar system developed and operated by
the DLR.
The scene extends over an area of approximately 3.5×
6 km2. The topography is rather flat; the difference between
the maximum and minimum altitudes is about 95 m.
In situ measurements have been simultaneously collected for
four different crop types (maize, barley, wheat, and rape) over
six agricultural fields. The measurements have been performed
at two separate locations within each field. The averaged values
of the crop height hV , as well as the plant phenological stage
TABLE XIII
GROUND MEASUREMENTS FROM THE TEST SITE OF WALLERFING,
GERMANY: MEAN VEGETATION HEIGHT hV (m), VOLUMETRIC WATER
CONTENT (VWC, %), AND PLANT PHENOLOGICAL STAGE BBCH
Biologische Bundesanstalt, Bundessortenamt und CHemische
Industrie (BBCH) and the volumetric water content (VWC), are
summarized in Table XIII.
Fig. 18 shows the X-band Pauli RGB image of the test
site. Note that the radar measurements have been calibrated
so that the polarimetric coherency matrix represents the radar
brightness β0. In Fig. 18, the crop fields employed in the study
are highlighted with solid yellow lines. Some photographs of
these fields are shown in Fig. 19.
Multibaseline acquisitions are available: four tracks at
L-band and seven tracks at C- and X-bands, with a temporal
baseline of about 10 min between consecutive passes. The
spatial baselines at L-band range from 25 to 115 m, correspond-
ing to κz values, in near range, between 1 and 4.5 m−1. At
C- and X-bands, the spatial baselines range from 5 to 40 m,
corresponding to κz values, in near range, between 0.8 and
6.2 m−1 and between 1.5 and 11.5 m−1, respectively.
For the experimental assessment, six different baseline con-
figurations for each of the three bands are used. The set of κv
values associated with each crop is summarized in Fig. 20. Note
that the lower and upper bounds of such sets show remarkable
dependence on the sensor frequency.
The bandwidth at L-band is 150 MHz, thus giving a slant-
range resolution of about 1 m, whereas it is equal to 384 MHz at
C- and X-bands (slant-range resolution of 0.39 m). The altitude
of the sensor is 3.1 km above ground, and the look angle goes
from 25◦ in near range to 60◦ in far range.
To reduce the impact of geometric decorrelation, range spec-
tral filtering is employed over the F-SAR acquisitions [26]. In
addition, a 15 × 15 boxcar averaging of the data is applied,
which gives an equivalent number of looks of about 66 and 80
at L-band and C-/X-band, respectively.
Some a priori optimization constraints are used in order to
avoid local minima and to enhance the speed of the inversion
algorithm: the maximum vegetation height is here set to the
height of ambiguity of the smallest baseline, whereas the max-
imum extinction coefficient is equal to 4.5 dB/m. Furthermore,
the search space for the ground phase is constrained to an
interval, by using the following methodology.
• For each baseline, a first-guess estimate of the ground
phase is computed by means of the RVoG ML line fit
procedure [25] and then compensated for.
• The range of ground phase values φpq,i is then reduced
to a neighborhood [−κz,iΔz2 , κz,iΔz2 ], where Δz = 1 m,
and κz,iΔz2 < π.
For the sake of simplicity, the eigenpolarization basis is again
identified with the H–V linear basis.
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Fig. 18. Test site of Wallerfing, Germany: X-band Pauli RGB image (θ is the radar incidence angle). Radar brightness β0: −30 dB < β0HH < 32 dB,
−30 dB < β0VV < 32 dB, and −37 dB < β0HV < 20 dB.
Fig. 19. Photographs of the case studies at the acquisition date.
B. Dual-Baseline Case: Impact of κz on the Inversion Results
The proposed algorithm is applied to all possible dual-
baseline configurations, and the performance is evaluated with
respect to the vegetation height. The goal is to evaluate how the
estimation results are influenced by κz and to relate each crop
to its optimal dual-baseline configuration among the available
combinations.
In Fig. 21, the estimated height of the maize field C4 at
L-band is displayed as a function of κv,max (i.e., the largest κz).
In Fig. 22, the same statistics are shown for the barley field B3
at X-band. Note that these trends are computed for different
values of κv,min. The solid line refers to the median, whereas
the whiskers represent the lower and upper quartiles.
Fig. 20. Test site of Wallerfing, Germany: list of the available κv at L-band
(yellow), C-band (light blue), and X-band (green). The dashed red line is plotted
for κv = 2π (i.e., the mean height is equal to the height of ambiguity).
As suggested by the decreasing trend of the height bias with
κv,max which was found for both fields, the height estimates
seem to suffer from a more severe overestimation when smaller
κz are employed, due to the poorer sensitivity of the Pol-InSAR
coherence to height variations. This finding is in agreement
with theoretical [16] and experimental investigations [10] and
consistent with the assessment in Section IV. As an example,
the height of the maize field, which is consistent with the
ground measurements if κv,max > 2.1 rad, is significantly over-
estimated (i.e., by 37%) when the two smallest κz are used (i.e.,
κv,1 = 0.58 rad and κv,2 = 0.93 rad). Furthermore, the height
bias of the barley field ranges from 24% when κv,min = 1.1 rad
and κv,max = 1.7 rad to 10% when κv,max = 3.7 rad.
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Fig. 21. Experimental data analysis: height inversion results for maize C4 at
L-band.
Fig. 22. Experimental data analysis: height inversion results for barley B3 at
X-band.
Unfortunately, no conclusions about the inversion perfor-
mance for large κz can be drawn for the selected scenarios, as
the maximum available κv values do not exceed 2.7 and 3.7 rad
for maize and barley, respectively.
The same analysis is repeated for the other fields of the
Wallerfing test site, at all frequencies. In Fig. 23, each crop is
related to its best dual-baseline configuration, according to the
%RMSD of the vegetation height. On average, the associated
κv values are located within the κv range in Section IV-A. With
regard to W4, the selected κv,min at L- and C-bands is below
the lower bound of this κv range (κv,min is equal to 0.94 and
1.18 rad, respectively), as all the available κv values are very
small (see Fig. 20).
C. Dual-Baseline Case: Estimation of Height and
Differential Extinction
Here, the inversion results obtained with the configurations
in Fig. 23 are reported in detail.
Fig. 24 shows the box-and-whiskers plot of the estimated
height as a function of the frequency for each of the six fields.
In Fig. 25, the estimated height is represented in the slant-range/
azimuth geometry.
For the maize fields C3 and C4, the estimated height is
robust against the frequency and characterized by a small bias
(about 18% in the worst case), which is in agreement with
the results, as shown in [12]. Note that the height is slightly
Fig. 23. Test site of Wallerfing, Germany: best κv configurations in the dual-
baseline case. The symbol refers to the crop type, whereas the color is related to
the sensor frequency: L-band (yellow), C-band (light blue), and X-band (green).
The red vertical line is drawn at κv,min = 1.2 rad (i.e., the lower bound of
the κv range in Section IV-A), whereas the red horizontal line is drawn at
κv,max = 4.5 rad (i.e., the upper bound of the κv range in Section IV-A).
Fig. 24. Experimental data analysis: estimated vegetation height hV (dual-
baseline case) at L-band (yellow), C-band (light blue), and X-band (green).
The red solid line refers to the in situ measured height.
overestimated at C- and X-bands and the height IQR tends
to increase with increasing frequency. This might depend on
temporal decorrelation effects, which have been ignored in this
simplified OVoG formulation and are likely more pronounced
at higher frequencies. Any minor fluctuations of the height
bias with the frequency (e.g., higher median in C-band than in
X-band for C3) are possibly due to the fact that the dual-
baseline measurements employed for a specific crop at different
frequencies do not necessarily share the same temporal base-
line, even if they may have comparable κv values.
For the remaining fields, one may observe that the de-
pendence of the estimation error on the frequency is more
pronounced. The height estimates of the wheat fields W1 and
W4 and the barley field B3 are characterized by a reduced bias
at X-band, whereas they undergo a considerable overestimation
(e.g., height bias of 0.7 m for W1) at L-band. The retrieved
height of the rape field R, which is consistent with the ground
measurements at L-band, is significantly underestimated at C-
and X-bands (height bias of about −0.55 m, in the worst case).
One can identify three possible reasons to explain these
discrepancies between the estimates and the measured values,
as follows.
• The mismatch is due to the use of a restricted set of κv
values, which are typically higher for X-band than for
L- and C-bands. As an example, the height overestimation
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Fig. 25. Crop height estimation: estimated height at (a) L-band, (b) C-band, and (c) X-band.
at L- and C-bands for the wheat field W4 may be related
to the small values of the available κz and, hence, the poor
sensitivity of the measured coherences to variations of the
vegetation height. A pronounced height overestimation
(up to 100%) when κv is very small was also found with
a single-baseline approach [10] for wheat and barley at
L-band. Interestingly, the height estimation error tends to
decrease with increasing frequency also for W1 and B3.
As for W4, this behavior could depend on the κv values
employed for the inversion, which are positively related
to the sensor frequency.
• The measured observables are still affected by a residual
geometric decorrelation (even after range spectral filter-
ing) and other decorrelation sources: this can possibly
justify the height overestimation at L-band, particularly
for the wheat field W1 and the barley field B3, which are
located in near range.
• The model either fails to properly describe the scattering
scenario at a certain frequency or there is a lack of
sensitivity of the observables to variations of the OVoG
parameters (e.g., when the surface scattering power is
dominant over volume scattering, or vice versa). For short
dry plants such as in the barley field B3 [see Fig. 19(c)],
it is reasonable to assume a strong scattering contribution
from the underlying ground at low frequencies, such as
L-band. This might result in a reduced sensitivity of
the interferometric coherence to the vegetation height,
making the estimation of such a parameter inaccurate.
Note that the use of higher frequencies such as C- and
X-bands significantly improves the accuracy of the es-
timated height, as the wave interaction with the canopy
likely increases and the relative contribution of the ground
is reduced. On the other hand, agricultural crops with
a dense canopy structure, such as the rape field R [see
Fig. 19(f)] can be characterized, at high frequencies (e.g.,
X-band), by a minor penetration depth and a negligible
Fig. 26. Experimental data analysis: estimated differential extinction Δσ =
σVV − σHH (dual-baseline case) at L-band (yellow), C-band (light blue), and
X-band (green).
ground-to-volume ratio, independent of polarization. In
this case, the measured coherences become insensitive
to the vegetation height, and the inversion results are
inaccurate. We believe that this could explain the height
underestimation at C- and X-bands for the rape field. The
consistency of the height estimates at L-band might be
related to the fact that the extinction coefficients typically
decrease, whereas the ground-to-volume ratios increase,
with increasing frequencies.
Some early remarks can be pointed out from the estimated
differential extinction Δσ = σVV − σHH (see Fig. 26), through
a comparison with previous studies [12], [13]. In particular, for
the maize fields C3 and C4, Δσ is consistently (75% of the
samples) greater than zero at L-band, and its median ranges
between 0.7 and 1 dB/m. Such a positive offset (about 2 dB/m
for incidence angles greater than 38◦) was previously found in
[13]. In the same study, field measurements at C- and X-bands
indicated no differential extinction, which is consistent with the
results in Fig. 26. At low frequencies, one may also observe a
good agreement between the estimates in Fig. 26 for the maize
fields and those presented in [12]. Although characterized by a
remarkable variability, the inversion results in [12] showed that
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Fig. 27. Experimental data analysis: estimated ground-to-volume ratio μ as a function of the frequency for the (a) maize C3 and the (b) maize C4. The solid lines
refer to the median, whereas the two whiskers represent the lower and upper quartiles.
the mean value of the retrieved VV extinction is higher than
the HH extinction and their difference ranges between 0.5 and
1 dB/m, depending on the inversion strategy.
With regard to the rape field, a negative Δσ is noticeable
at L-band (Δσ is lower than zero for almost 75% of the
samples). Given the validity of the OVoG assumptions, this
finding indicates that, while propagating through the canopy,
the H-polarized wave undergoes a more severe attenuation than
the V-polarized one. If the H–V linear basis is the volume
eigenpolarization basis, then it is reasonable to assume that the
volume particles share a preferred horizontal orientation.
Although the HH and VV extinctions are different for maize
and rape at L-band, previous studies [10], [12] on the same
crop types provided robust estimates of the vegetation height
(bias below 15%) and the ground topography by using inversion
approaches based on RVoG assumptions. The impact of the
nonzero differential extinction on the accuracy of such esti-
mates may depend on specific conditions (e.g., crop dielectric
properties, κz , and sensor frequency), which deserve dedicated
theoretical and experimental investigations.
D. Dual-Baseline Case: Estimation of
Ground-to-Volume Ratios
The baseline configurations in Fig. 23 have been employed
to estimate the ground-to-volume scattering ratios in the three
polarimetric channels. Here, only the inversion results for the
two maize fields are reported, as the estimated height for
such fields is consistent with the in situ measurements at all
frequencies (%RMSD below 20%).
The ground-to-volume ratios for the maize C3 and C4 are
displayed as a function of the frequency in Fig. 27(a) and (b),
respectively. In both cases, the median of μVV is always lower
than that of the other two channels, and the median of μHH
has the highest values. Furthermore, the median of all esti-
mates decreases with the increasing frequency (at L-band, it
ranges between −1 and 3 dB; at X-band, it ranges between
−8 and −5 dB). Such a decreasing trend for maize is in line
with expectations and consistent with previous studies [12]. At
high frequencies (e.g., X-band), the vegetation canopy appears
“denser,” and hence, the scattering response from the ground
is “weaker,” as the incident wave interacts predominantly with
leaf-scale objects.
Fig. 28. Experimental data analysis: (solid lines) effective surface+dihedral
power β(S+D) and (dashed lines) effective volume power β(V ) as a function
of the frequency for the (a) maize C3 and the (b) maize C4.
The estimated ground-to-volume ratios μpq ((p, q) =
(H,H), (V, V ), (H,V )) in Fig. 27 can be used to compute
the surface+dihedral effective power β(S+D)pq and the volume
effective power β(V )pq . From equations (7) and (8)⎧⎨
⎩
β0pq = β
(S+D)
pq + β
(V )
pq
μpq =
β
(S+D)
pq
β
(V )
pq
(28)
where β0pq = ω†pq[TOVoG]ωpq is the measured radar brightness.
The expressions in (28) are then combined to obtain
β
(S+D)
pq = β0pq · μpq/(1 + μpq) and β(V )pq = β0pq/(1 + μpq).
The median of the estimated effective power (in dB) is
computed for the three polarimetric channels and reported in
Fig. 28. These values tend to increase with the frequency, and
the effective power in the HV channel is always lower than that
in the HH and VV channels.
With regard to the maize field C4, the volume effective
power β(V )VV < β
(V )
HH at L-band (β
(V )
HH − β(V )VV = 2 dB), whereas
no significant difference is found at C- and X-bands. In this
case, the estimated nonzero differential extinction at L-band
(see Section V-C) may be a relevant factor for such a positive
offset between β(V )HH and β
(V )
VV (i.e., β(V )VV undergoes a more
severe reduction than β(V )HH because σVV > σHH).
The surface+dihedral effective power β(S+D)HH is signifi-
cantly higher than β(S+D)VV at all frequencies, with β
(S+D)
HH −
β
(S+D)
VV ranging between 3 and 5.5 dB. Such a behavior may
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again be related to the nonzero differential extinction of the
volume layer above the ground, but it may also be due to a
strong dihedral ground–stalk scattering response.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a novel model-based inversion
scheme, which takes advantage of the multibaseline extended
observation space to estimate the whole set of the OVoG struc-
tural parameters. The inversion is achieved via the assumption
that such unknowns are constant with respect to the vertical
wavenumber κz and that, for a fixed baseline, the ground phase
does not change with the polarization channels.
The proposed algorithm has been initially assessed on a set
of randomly generated OVoG scenarios and then applied to a
collection of multi-baseline repeat-pass F-SAR data of the DLR,
acquired over a rural area in Germany.
The best estimation performance is achieved for a subgroup
of spatial baselines. When small baselines are employed, the
lack of sensitivity of the Pol-InSAR coherence to the vegetation
height results in a sizeable drop of the estimates accuracy if
an additional decorrelation source is added. Furthermore, the
phase ambiguities due to the excessive volume decorrelation
degrades the algorithm performance when the height of ambi-
guity tends toward the actual vegetation height.
For a given set of baselines within the aforementioned
subgroup, the sensitivity study over simulated scenarios has
proved that the proposed algorithm is significantly stable over
changes of the crop structure and robust against nonvolumetric
decorrelation sources.
The preliminary assessment on the observed data showed
clear dependence of the final estimates on the sensor frequency,
as well as the existence of differential propagation effects
within the crop canopy.
This study is intended as a first step toward the understanding
of the potential of L-, C-, and X-bands in estimating the
properties of different crops. It may also serve as a valuable
support for evaluating the performance of current satellite
systems (e.g., DLR’s TanDEM-X [27]) and devising new ac-
quisition strategies for Pol-InSAR crop parameter estimation
(such as airborne campaigns or future satellite missions such as
Tandem-L [28]).
In the future, the OVoG inversion scheme will be assessed
over a collection of multitemporal Pol-InSAR data (DLR’s
F-SAR campaign, Wallerfing 2014), acquired over different
crop types and throughout the whole plant growth cycle.
In addition, theoretical and experimental investigations will
be conducted to ascertain the inversion performance of the pro-
posed algorithm in comparison with the state-of-the-art single-
baseline inversion methods (e.g., three-stage inversion [3]).
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